Freestanding Signs
Stanchion (FSS)
The Arris System FSS Stanchion is the
ideal solution for temporary displays or
when displays, notices or messages
need to be easily moved within a
facility based upon traffic flow or
schedule of events.
The FSS stanchion features a 1-1/2"
diameter x 42"h extruded aluminum
2-piece pole assembly with a 12"
diameter powder coated steel base
plate for stability. Displays can be
single or double-sided.
Kiosk (AK)
Free-standing kiosks can often be the
perfect sign solution when architectural
elements or traffic flow conditions are
not suitable for traditionally mounted
wall signage. The Arris AK Kiosk
features uniquely designed 1.75" thick
aluminum edge profiles, a durable steel
base and removable 1/8" thick
non-glare lenses, ideal for housing
digitally printed signage & wayfinding
graphics, advertising displays and more.

Kiosk Assembly
An 1/8" thick non-glare lens and
subsurface graphic display locks
within aluminum edge profiles.
The lens is removed with a
suction cup tool by sliding right
and then pulling outward.

The Courier Message & Display Strip is
an easy yet effective way to display
notes, messages & displays, either as a
stand alone product or combined with a
sign from the Arris system. Once
installed, simply insert a note or display
into the Courier profile and it grips it
automatically. It’s that easy! To release,
slide the note left or right.
The Courier Aluminum extrusion is a
sleek 7/16" thick & features the same
stylish radius shape as the Arris frame.
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Stanchion

42"

FSS1185-SS
11"h x 8.5"w
Single-Sided

FSS8511-SS
8.5"h x 11"w
Single-Sided

FSS1711-SS
17"h x 11"w
Single-Sided

FSS1185-DS
11"h x 8.5"w
Double-Sided

FSS8511-DS
8.5"h x 11"w
Double-Sided

FSS1711-DS
17"h x 11"w
Double-Sided

Display Dimensions are Approximate

Courier Message & Display Strip
Width
4"
6"
8"
8.5"
11"
12"

Code
CS-04
CS-06
CS-08
CS-85
CS-11
CS-12

Width
14"
17"
22"
24"
36"
48"

Code
CS-14
CS-17
CS-22
CS-24
CS-36
CS-48
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